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TECK EXPLORATION 00 LTD. /' ^ , 
GRIFF LAKE CLAIM GRCUF, TASHOTA, ONTARIO. (3 J ' (j 

REPORT ON WORK COMPLETED DURING 1955.

INTRODUCTION;

During the field season of 1954 a number of copper finds were mads at 
Gripp Lake, in the Tashota Area, by prospectors of Teck Exploration Co Ltd. 
In view of overburden conditions, geophysical work was considered a 
prerequisite to a diamond drilling program. Consequently on Jan. 13th. 1955 
a crew of line cutters in charge of A.J.Yalker, Geophysical Engineer, cc'wenced * 
work on claims K.K. 8106, 8107, 8109, 8110, 8112, 3113, 3114, 3126, 8129, 8131, 
and parts of 8115 - 8117 inc. and 8132. Section lines were turned off from a 
surveyed baseline at 400' intervals. Electromagnetic and magnetometer surveys 
were completed by Mr. Walker over all lines cut. The magnetic survey waa-^ 
considered necessary after pyrrhotite had bsen noted in association with the 
chalcopyrite. Geophysical work was completed Feb. 28th. 1955*

Diamond drilling commenced shortly after the surveys started, with a total 
of 8,390 feet drilled to date.

ITote; As the geophysical vork was conducted during January and February, under 
heavy snow conditions, no surface geology was noted at that time. After drilling 
cowienced, some correlation between geology and geophysics was possible, (see 
drill logs accompanying work reports.)

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY.; (see accompanying map)

The purpose of the electromagnetic survey was to locate subsurface electrical 
conductors with the hope that some of these would represent economic base metal 
orebodies.

Equipment consisted of a transmitting four foot coil in a vertical plane, 
powered by a 1,000 cycle motor generator. A receiver coil on a staff is placed 
in a null position in relationship to the resulting electromagnetic field 
induced by the vertical coil at each 100 foot station along section lines. 
Inclination angles of tho staff are recorded on the survey map. Sudden 
variations in inclination angles are indications of electromagnetic conductors 
and are plotted on the accompanying l inch to 200 feet map.

Several lines are traversed with the receiving ciil when the transmitting 
coil is sat up at any one location. The readings on these lines are related to 
the corresponding set-ups by the notes at the end of each line.

The E-M equipment requires the services of one man operating the transmitter 
and one man taking receiver coil readings.

No strong anomalies wore located by the electromagnetic survey. Weak 
indications are to be noted at widespread locations. A very indefinite zone 
extends eastward from 1,100 feet south on line 8 W to 1,200 feet south on 
line 4 E.

Note; Anomalies determined from an aerial E-M survey have been superimposed 
on the ground survey map.
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MAGNETOMETER SURVEY; (See ac company ing map)

' A magnetic survey was recommended when pyrrhotite was noted in surface 
trenches in association with the copper sulphide. This was conducted along 
the same section lines used for the electromagnetic survey, with readings 
at 100' intervals. A Watts vertical magnetometer was used, with a scale 
constant of 29.53 gammas par division.

Results have been plotted on a l inch to 200 feet map.

Contours at 100 gamma intervals have been drawn. Variations between 700 
and 2,000 t gammas wore noted.

COPJIEUTION OF GEOPHYSICAL AMD DIAMOND DRILL RESULTS:

Froir drill rosults and surface examination carried out during the summer 
of 1955, the general rock type is known to be a quartzitic micaceous gneiss 
with poor to well marked lineation. The strike is 1250 T with dips steeply 
north and south. Chalcopyrite mineralization has been introduced as 
disseminations and narrow veinlets in the gneiss along the planes of 
gneissosity. A joint pattern developed in a southwesterly direction has 
not apparently affected the localization of the chalcopyrite.

The main showing is located 80 foet southwest of the collar of No l hole. 
Other scattered showings consist of chalcopyrite disseminations with one 
exhibiting considerable sphalerite.

f-c a Electromagnetic conductors are very weak end therefore any accurate 
correlation is difficult. There is an indefinite E-M zone associated with 
the copper zone drilled in holes l to 7. This strikes southeast to easterly 
and corresponds roughly to the strike of the quartzitic gneiss. Apparently 
the sulphide Tninoralization is too disseminated to be receptive to an induced 
electromagnetic field.

Other weak anomalies noted on the map are unj^slated to known showings and 
may be due to overburden conditions, thin graphitic seams, or instrument and 
operator error. None of these, apart from the one located just south of the 
baseline on line 20 TJ, were considered worthy of drilling. Two anomalies at 
1,200 and l,ADO feet south on line 4 E were intersected by hole No S wijsh no 
reason apparent in the drill core for their existonce.

Magnetic highs were found to be due to a variable magnetite content of the 
sedimentary gneisses. The pyrrhotite content turned out to be only minor and 
not a good criterion for ore location. Folded contours of magnetic readings 
have no relation to the gneissosity of underlying rock and may be due to 
topography or variation in magnetite content.

DLLMOIflD DRILLING;

A total of 3,390 f r t* t hars born completed in 20 drill holas. These are 
epottec! on the alsctromagnctic survey map. Drill logs in duplicate are attached.
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TRANSMITTER LOCATION

RECEIVER DIP ANGLES 
Note
Plus or positive numbers indicate o south dip of receiver 
Minus or negative numbers Indicate a north dip of receiver

CONDUCTOR 

WEAK CONDUCTOR 

POSSIBLE CONDUCTOR
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